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What is Right to Repair? 
Activist Movement that seeks access to sophisticated coding and diagnostic information 
needed to repair or modify goods used in consumer and commercial settings. 

Cell Phones

Computers 

Cars

Medical Devices

Equipment  

Movement Leaders:

 iFixIt.com 

Repair.org





What are Proponents Saying?

“Equipment-makers have a stranglehold on repair. They rigorously guard access to 
diagnostic software, most won't sell parts or proprietary tools to independent mechanics, 
and many won't release service documents for a fair price. Many manufacturers also 
leverage US copyright law to limit access to a tractor's diagnostic systems and 
programming—ensuring that when tractors breaks, only "authorized" repair shops have the 
software tools necessary to repair them. ”  www.repair.org/agriculture/

“Our members, most of them located in rural areas, value their ability and freedom to fix 
and repair their own vehicles, tractors and other farm equipment. Should they seek 
assistance elsewhere, local repair shops should have access to all necessary computer 
codes and service information in order to properly and efficiently make repairs.” 
www.repair.org/agriculture/

http://www.repair.org/agriculture/
http://www.repair.org/agriculture/


Media Misconception

“Owners of tractors aren't actually allowed to fix them” 
Modern Farmer July 18, 2016

“Farmers forbidden from fixing equipment” 
Mother Nature Network July 21, 2016

“Restrictions are used to prevent farmers from working 
on their own equipment”

Security Ledger July 2016

“Legally required to take the tractor to a service center”
Slashdot July 19, 2016 

Cartoon by Rick Friday
https://www.facebook.com/rick.friday.3



What is Right to Repair? 
State Legislation: 
Nebraska

LB1072 (Fair Repair Act)

Minnesota

S.F.No. 873 (Fair Repair Act) 

Massachusetts 

H. 3383 (Digital Right to Repair)

Pennsylvania

HR 1449 (Motor Vehicles/ Fair Repair Bill)

New York 

S3998B/A6068 (Fair Repair Bill)



What is Right to Repair? 
Farm Bureau/Farmer’s Union Activity: 
Policy Activity in Several States

Considered to be a Federal Issue (Currently)

Expect this to be considered by the American Farm Bureau in December 
and January

Concern that Farm Bureau/Farmer’s Union may back state legislation



COMMITTED TO BUILDING THE BEST BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FOR 
EQUIPMENT DEALERS.

Questions?



What is Right to Repair? 
Main Arguments: 
Consumer and independent repair shops lack access to service manuals 

that would allow them to fix equipment. 

Equipment owners should be able to modify their equipment however 
they see fit, and OEMs and Authorized Dealers prevent them from doing 
so. 

Right to Repair laws will create more “local” jobs. 

Equipment dealerships are the same as car dealerships who already have 
Right to Repair legislation and/or mutually agreed to standards. 



Fact vs. Fiction  
FICTION: Consumers and independent repair shops lack access to service manuals that 
would allow them to fix equipment. 

FACTS: 

Manufacturers make service manuals available for sale, and provide 
industry tips, guidelines and best practices—some of them for free!

Dealers also pay for access to this information. There is no conspiracy to 
keep this information out of the hands of individuals/entities that want 
it, there is simply a cost for getting that information. 

Access to a manual doesn’t guarantee that an individual has the skill   
set necessary to repair complex equipment. 





Fact vs. Fiction  
FICTION: Consumers and independent repair shops lack access to service manuals that would allow 
them to fix equipment. 
FACTS: 

Most of the service information that the average equipment owner would want is already 
available to them. 

 The information that is restricted is restricted for a reason! 
 It takes a high degree of skill, experience and discretion to use this information.
 Farmers are smart, savvy and resourceful people…but that doesn’t meant they want to 

spend their time and energy fixing equipment! Repairing equipment is no longer simply a 
matter of being mechanically inclined. To do so safely, there is a high degree of technology 
training required. 

 Proponents of Right to Repair argue that this information is especially critical to farmers because 
they are in remote locations and are not adequately serviced by authorized dealers. 
 Dealers today are more mobile and efficient at serving their remote customers than        

ever before. 
 Technology is helping to connect farmers in remote areas with remote diagnostic 

Information.



Fact vs. Fiction  
FICTION: Equipment owners should be able to modify their equipment however they see 
fit, and OEMs and Authorized Dealers prevent them from doing so. 

FACTS: 
Dealers routinely partner with consumers to provide them with 

information and assistance in performing basic maintenance. 
Consumers are prohibited from modifying their equipment in a way that 

would violate applicable DOT, EPA or other safety standards.
Unauthorized repairs or modifications may invalidate an equipment 

warranty.
Only dealers are trained to ensure that equipment operates as it is 

intended and complies with mandatory safety and emissions 
requirements.   



Fact vs. Fiction  
FICTION: Equipment owners should be able to modify their equipment however they see fit, and 
OEMs and Authorized Dealers prevent them from doing so. 

FACTS: 

Modifications by untrained individuals can have other implications: 

 Safety

 Autonomous Equipment 

 Risking safety of others by performing improper repair/modification.

 Liability For the Dealer and/or OEM 

 It is difficult to prove when a repair/modification was made and by whom. 

 Liability laws need to catch up with autonomous equipment. 

 Some laws require the dealer to repair a piece of equipment to be compliant with 
applicable laws. 

 Concern that the EPA will fine Dealers who service a piece of equipment which is not 
compliant with EPA regulations. 

 Residual Trade in Value



Fact vs. Fiction
State Legislation: 
Nebraska
LB1072 (Fair Repair Act)
Specifically targeted farm equipment 

SENATOR COASH: Thank you, Senator Seiler. Mr. Kluthe, could you explain to me exactly

what it is that an independent repair person wants to do that they're unable to do right now.  [LB1072]

DANNY KLUTHE: Yes, Senator. What they would like to be able to do--and we need this--is to

get the download on the software because without that, if you can't get the software to work on

equipment, it's probably pretty much prohibited. You can't work on it. We need to have that

downloaded. And see, the Equipment Dealers Association wants to hold that and keep it for

themselves. They don't want us to have that. So without that, independent repair shops are not

going to be much good. [LB1072]



Fact vs. Fiction 
SENATOR WILLIAMS: If a farmer had the ability to change everything on their piece of

equipment, what would prevent them from going in and changing the emission controls and

settings like that? [LB1072]

DANNY KLUTHE: The software. [LB1072]

SENATOR WILLIAMS: But if they had the software, they could go in and change emissions to

exceed EPA requirements and other federal regulations. [LB1072]

DANNY KLUTHE: Okay, to answer that, whenever a farmer or anybody modifies any

equipment, they're taking responsibility. If they're doing something they shouldn't be, they're

responsible. And so what I'm saying is if they're doing something that they shouldn't be, they're

taking that responsibility. [LB1072]

SENATOR WILLIAMS: I guess my question is, is that possible if they had the code to be doing

things like that, do you know? You may not know? [LB1072]

DANNY KLUTHE: Well, they could possibly do that. [LB1072]



Fact vs. Fiction 
State Legislation: 
Nebraska
LB1072 (Fair Repair Act)

SENATOR COASH: So it's some software that you need to be able to download in order to

repair your own...is that download available...could you...are you able to purchase that from the

manufacturer or the dealer? [LB1072]

DANNY KLUTHE: It would be nice if we could. I'm under the understanding that what they

want is their company shops to do all the work. And so in other words, instead of like I modified

my equipment, when they do the work there won't be no...it would be stock. There won't be no

aftermarket parts. They're going to be their parts. And we're kind of held hostage there.

[LB1072]



Fact vs. Fiction  
FICTION: Equipment dealerships are the same as car dealerships who already have Right 
to Repair legislation and/or mutually agreed to standards. 

FACTS: 

The marketplace for industrial equipment is very different from the 
consumer vehicle industry. 

Unlike automobiles, these machines often function as “factories on 
wheels,” featuring a number of control and operating systems that must be 
able to perform mission critical jobs under varying conditions. 

Only highly-trained technicians at authorized dealers have the skills and 
experience necessary to perform complex repairs that meet both safety 
and emissions standards and preserve job performance requirements       
of your production machines. 



Fact vs. Fiction  
FICTION: Right to Repair laws will create more “local” jobs.

FACTS: 

 Authorized dealers are local businesses. 

They make significant investments in their employees and communities. 

Authorized dealers often provide some of the best jobs available in small, 
rural communities. 

Dealers support the local tax base and help support rural economic 
development by attracting and retaining qualified employees within their 
rural communities. 



Industry Concerns
Safety Considerations: 

 Equipment dealers invest thousands of dollars in training technicians on the 
latest industry innovations, as well as the changing requirements related to 
safety and emissions. 

 Equipment dealers also invest heavily in equipping their service 
departments with the latest tools, software, parts and supplies. 

 Farm Equipment is not going to become less sophisticated. 
 Farm Equipment already encompasses many different functions of planting 

and production.
 The legislation seen, to date, contains no training requirements for those 

working on this technology. 



Industry Concerns
Liability Implications: 

 The reason that much of the repair information sought is restricted is because it 
requires a high degree of skill, experience and discretion to use that information 
safely. Simply putting this information out to all individuals, regardless if their 
skill level. 

 If individuals want to perform repairs on their equipment without the 
technology training or experience to do so, the law should mandate that they 
are assuming the risk of harm to themselves and to others. 

 If the law does not specifically address liability allocation, any third party that is 
injured will seek a way to find a “deep pocket,” most likely from a well insured 
authorized dealership or the manufacturer. 

 One way to address this issue would be a minimum level of liability insurance, 
similar to what you see in the automotive context. 



Industry Concerns
Fairness and Public Policy: 
Is it really good public policy to say “If an equipment owner wants to modify or repair 

their equipment in a way that will lead to harm to themselves or others, we should 
allow this because it is their property”?  

Are we creating a race to the bottom?

Authorized dealers make substantial investments (based upon both contractual 
obligations and good business practices) each year to ensure their technicians earn 
competitive wages, have top of the line training, are adequately insured and that 
their shops have proper safety and technology to service their clients needs. 

Authorized dealerships invest heavily in the service information and repair technology 
that Right to Repair proponents want. 

If Right to Repair proponents want this technology, then they should have to 
demonstrate fitness to use it. 

Authorized dealers aren’t afraid of competition but competition should be on a level 
playing field designed to protect consumers and our communities! 
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Get Involved 
What Can You Do? 

If you live in a state that has already seen Right to Repair legislation, EDA 
has a tool kit for you containing: 

Stock letter to your legislators; 

Information to aid you in educating your workforce about this 
issue;

Stock Op-Eds for you to submit to your local news sources; 

Stock letter to your customers to educate them about your 
concerns with respect to this issue and how it could impact       
their own businesses. 



Get Involved 
What Can You Do? 

If you live in a state that has NOT already seen Right to Repair legislation: 
Begin educating your workforce about the issue and its implications; 
Keep your eyes and ears open to activity at the Farm Bureau/Farmer’s 

Union level. If you learn of local activity, seek out opportunities to 
discuss the issue. 

EDA can help provide you with the resources you need to prepare for 
these types of discussions!

Be prepared to discuss this issue with your customers in a way 
that will emphasize the detrimental impact this type of 
legislation could have on the dealer/customer relationship and 
on their own businesses. 



COMMITTED TO BUILDING THE BEST BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FOR 
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